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7 SADIE
My presentation sucks. I need a new 
concept. So, excuse me, but I have 
to figure out how to rid the world 
of all nuclear weapons before 
2.30pm. 

And with that, Sadie stands and moves off.

8 CAT
You guys get it, right?

(gestures to earpiece)
This thing leaked my data, I need 
to find out why.

9 ALEX
By giving it even more access to 
your life? According to every robot 
movie ever, this is the worst idea 
in the world.

10 CAT
I have to know for sure if he’s 
good or bad. -- So far he’s been 
helpful, if a bit rude...

11 HANC (V.O.)
Incorrect. HANC has a pleasing and 
factual tone. 

Alex shakes her head, can’t believe Cat.

12 ALEX
Sadie’s right. There’s a hundred K 
on the line - that’s my priority.

Now Alex moves off, Ollie offering a weak:

13 OLLIE
See you later, yeah?

But she’s gone. Ollie slumps, reading the signs as her being 
uninterested. Keen for distraction, he looks back to Cat:

14 CAT
Whether HANC’s a danger or not, 
he’s now officially the story.

15 HANC (V.O.)
HANC is not a narrative.

Cat rolls her eyes, which Ollie finds odd, but accepts.

16 OLLIE
So it’s a morality test - is HANC 
good or bad. Where do we start?

Cat gives this some thought...
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